
Your Next Thrift Store
Why NOW is the Right Time to Open Your Next 

Thrift Store



Why Do We Exist?

We leverage social enterprise, specifically thrift, to 
support local ministry

Telling the storyFunding

A Few Disclosures
● We are not perfect 
● It’s easy to say it. It’s difficult to do it.
● Permission to disagree
● Questions are encouraged



Start With Your “Why?”
● Funding your rescue mission

○ $2 provides a meal
○ Profits = Potential 

● Telling the story

How Do We Grow?
The 4 P’s of Thrift

● Product
● Property
● Process
● People



The 4 P’s: Product
Raw material for your thrift operation

Donations are the lifeblood

Steady flow versus a single stockpile

Use ThriftTrac to capture details of donor and donation

The 4 P’s: Property
Location to receive, process, store, and sell

Consider the donor first when selecting a location

Optimize for size and price → Risk management

● Square footage
● Lease cost = 20% of projected sales



The 4 P’s: Process
Manufacturing → Speed and Quality

Three functions

● Receiving
● Sorting
● Pricing

Use ThriftTrac to capture 
number of pieces produced 
& the price at which it is sold

The 4 P’s: People
Single biggest obstacle facing your business today

Recruit, Train, and Retain

Processing vs Retail Key positions

● Donation receiver
● Pricer
● Cashier



Stay in 
Sync

Product

Process People

Property

Economic History
● North American economy is driven by the consumer
● During times of recession, consumers decrease spending
● During times of expansion, consumers increase spending
● The thrift industry has performed relatively well during 

times of both recession and expansion



Economic History
● North American economy is driven by the consumer
● During times of recession, consumers decrease spending
● During times of expansion, consumers increase spending
● The thrift industry has performed relatively well during 

times of both recession and expansion
● Fastest growth occurs immediately after a recession



History Prepares Us For The Future

Current Economic Reality
● US consumer is being cautious
● Inflation is still elevated, although increase is slowing





Economic Outlook
A slowdown, or even a recession, offers opportunities

● Consumers look for bargains
● Noticeable impact on the 4 P’s



Outlook: Product
Raw material for your thrift operation

Donations may slowdown

Move towards proactive requests over reactive receiving

Maintain focus on convenience





Outlook: Property
All real estate is local

Only 4.2% of all commercial real estate is vacant

And rents continue to grow, at 3.8% over the last 12 months



Retail space demand remains strong.

In fact, Retail currently boasts the lowest vacancy rate among all 
commercial real estate sectors at 4.2%.

By type of retail stores, General Retail and Neighborhood Centers 
have driven the demand.

Rents for retail spaces remained elevated, but their growth rate 
has decelerated, due to consumer sensitivity to higher prices. 

Nationally, retail asking rents grew by 3.8%, which is slower than 
the previous year but faster than pre-pandemic levels. 

Despite rising rents for all types of retail stores, neighborhood 
centers (4.7%) and strip centers (4.5%) saw the largest increases 

in rent prices



Outlook: Process
Manufacturing → Speed and Quality

Remain flexible, fluid

● 2 out of 10 → 3 out of 10
● Update pull schedule



Outlook: People
Will continue to be the single biggest obstacle facing your 
business today

The generational makeup of our population is shifting

Labor force growth is projected to be slower (0.5 percent per 
year) than the growth in much of recent history, partly because of 

an aging population.

The labor force participation rate is projected to continue to 
trend down, declining from 61.7 percent in 2020 to 60.4 percent 

in 2030.





Conclusion
The thrift industry is uniquely positioned to grow during times 
of economic uncertainty

Look for opportunities

● Real estate
● People

Questions?


